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A

warm welcome to the readers! This year
2019-2020 was a new experience. I remember
writing in my last edition that I will bring this
edition with a great surprise. I did not expect
that the surprise would be the repercussions of a disastrous
pandemic.
We had a great paradigm shift in education and life partially
this year. A lot of changes took place in our daily
accountabilities. As Shakespeare said “All the world’s a stage
and all the men and women merely players;” we just need to
do our duties.
We are now flooded with online tools, social life is disturbed
but the prime hobby of reading did not stop. IT Digerati
the 5th issue proved that knowledge is from reading, and to
move ahead we need to read. The more we spend time in
reading and writing the more we can share our knowledge.
Our present generation needs ethical knowledge, love for
books, respect for age and humility for growth. We cannot
leave them without grooming them with these tools. Many
pandemics will supervene but the strength to overcome the
fear and work for the progress needs to be spread.
I wish all the readers a healthy and safe future. May you be
the prime channel and source of interminable energy and
information.
Keep reading and keep sharing!
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FROM THE HOD’S DESK

Dr. Duhai Khalifa Alshukaili

I

t is hard to imagine a life that is unaffected by
computers. In every corner you look, there is a new
technology that transmutes our lives. We live in a
bewildering information age of exploding data and
information (as well as misinformation). We have become
so dependent on smartphones in a way that we rely on
them to steer every aspect of our existence. Every new
day more devices end up being connected to a “planetary
mesh of sense and response” that we called the Internet
of Things. All this connectedness allowed us to extend
our perceptions through virtual realities. Even the old
concept of money in this new age may soon come to an
end. Thanks to technologies such as Blockchain, digital
currencies are revolutionizing the way we exchange
value. Technology, such as self-driving cars, flying
autonomous drones, and digital fabrication, will enable us
to become more productive. This move toward
automation may disrupt our perceived notions and
understandings of the economy. On top of all of that,
these technologies leave us at risk. Every time we connect
additional devices, we risk sharing our own personal and
intimate information with others. To make sense of all
these technologies, we need Information Technology
experts. Experts who help us navigate the different mazes
of this information age. Experts who put us, the humans,
users of innovations in charge of such technologies. Here
at the Information Technology Department, we seek to
produce highly motivated and quality IT graduates who
will become leaders and technology experts.
Our mission is “To provide high-quality learning,

training, and research environment towards developing
technological, innovative, and entrepreneurial capabilities
to meet the ever-evolving social and economic needs.” To
achieve this mission, we offer a terrific wide range of
courses for our undergraduate students at the diploma,
advanced diploma, and bachelor levels. Our academics are
innovative, experienced, and enthusiastic about their
subjects. They will endeavor to provide support and help
to students. We have some state-of-the-art facilities that
will help our students to get a real hands-on study.
Furthermore, our students get a chance to put their skills
into real-world practice before leaving college through our
industry links. We focus on the employability of our
students. As a testament to our success, many of our
graduates are currently employed by leading organizations
in Oman (e.g., BankMuscat, Royal Oman Police, and
Omantel). Some of our students have come back and
joined the NCT team at various positions, technical and
academic. As the head of the Information Technology
Department, its a privilege to be leading a department
with motivating and passionate staff and bright and
enthusiastic students. We hope that you enjoy your time in
NCT, and we are looking forward to supporting your
future success.
References:
Greenfield, A. (2017). Radical Technologies: The design
of everyday life.
NCT Vision and Mission, https://www.nct.edu.om/
about/mission-vision.php
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News
Workshop on BigData Analytics by
IT Staff for all CoTs of Oman
Sonia V. Soans
Ms. Alice Mrs.
Lontok

T

The Department Head Dr. Rolando Lontok and HoS
Ms. Alice Lontok appreciated this initiative. They
monitored the program and encouraged all staff to
participate and discuss important areas of the topic.
25 staff members were present in the workshop. Their
participation was excellent as they had many doubts and
questions posed to the resource persons and they were
satisfied with the explanation given.
All participants of CoTs were presented with
attendance certificates at the end of the program. The
department looks forward to such programs for other
courses in order to bring uniformity in the teaching
learning process.

his academic year 2019-2020 commenced
with a huge appreciation from the
participants of the Colleges of Technology
all over Oman after they attended the
Workshop on Fundamentals of BigData Analytics
conducted by Dr. Mohammed Faisal and Dr. Sanjay
Gupta, Lecturers of IT Department, Nizwa College of
Technology on 12th September 2019 in the college
premises.
As an initiative by the Specialization Committee of the
department this workshop created a platform for all the
lecturers of CoTs of Oman to come together and discuss
their course on BigData. The resource persons explained
each outcome of the course with theoretical contents and
practical hands on computer activities.
This workshop will bring a common methodology of
teaching the course on BigData to B.Tech students in
Oman.
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Staff Development Activity on
Fuzzy Graphs and Hazy Graphs
Ms. Manitha Rijo
Ms. Alice Lontok

T

he Math Section of
Information
Technology
Department conducted
the first staff development activity
for the academic year 2019-2020 on
26th September, 2019. The workshop
was conducted by Dr. Naseer Ahmed
on the topic Fuzzy graphs and Hazy
graphs. The venue of the workshop
was LR01. All math staff attended

the workshop.
Topic was trending topic and the
presenter gave a brief description on
the history of graph theory and
developments made in this field. At
the same time explained about how
fuzzy graphs came into existence.
The applications of Fuzzy graphs
and the difference between fuzzy
graphs and hazy graphs were also
explained. Presenter gave a brief

description of the application in the
real life.
The staff development activity was
conducted with a view of sharing the
developments in the trending topics
in mathematics. The activity was
conducted under the guidance and
support of Dr. Khalifa Al Shaqsi,
Head of Section and coordinated by
Ms. Manitha Rijo.

Students’ Trip to
Oman Science Festival 2019

T

Ms. Suad Al Riyami

he college Research
Committee organized a
trip to Oman Science
Festival 2019, which is an
inspiring scientific event which is
concerned with the technologies of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution in
the fields of life, as a revolution that
will change a lot of human life
details. OSF will brings together
students & decision makers, thinkers,
experts, pioneers, as well as
scientists, academicians and
specialists from Oman and all around
the world. Students from Nizwa
College of Technology attended the
Festival and gained a lot of
knowledge and experience.

 الذي٢٠١٩ نظمت لجنة البحث العلمي في الكلية رحلة ميدانية لمهرجان عمان للعلوم
 وباألخص تقنيات الثورة، تُعنى بقطاع التكنولوجيا،يعد تظاهرة علمية ملهمة ُمثرية
الصناعية الرابعة ومقتضيات الحياة المعاصرة والتي حت ًما ستؤتي بثمارها اإليجابية على
 كما يُشكل المهرجان منصة علمية معرفية بالغة األهمية تجمع.شرائح المجتمع كافة
الطلبة بصناع القرار والمفكرين واألكاديميين والمتخصصين والعلماء من داخل السلطنة
 المهرجان يسلط الضوء على الطلبة بشكل أساسي وكذلك عامة.وخارجها على حد سواء
المجتمع والمهتمين بقضايا العلوم واالبتكار بطريقة تفاعلية جذابة.
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Math Staff Presents In Symposium At Shinas
College Of Technology -SITAM2019
Mr. Naseer Ahmed Abdul Shukoor

S

hinas College of
Technology conducted
second symposium on
Information Technology and
Applied Mathematics (SITAM2019)
on 6th November, 2019.
Dr. Naseer Ahmed, lecturer in

Mathematics, ITD participated and
presented a paper in the symposium.
His presentation on the published
research article entitled “Effective
Adoption of Learning Management
System in MOODLE for Math
Placement Test at Nizwa College of

Technology” is focused on the
methodology adopted for conducting
the Math entry test for the freshmen
in the Colleges of Technology in the
Sultanate of Oman. It also analyses
the last three years results of math
placement test and concludes with
the high recommendation to use
Moodle for Math Placement Test at
Nizwa College of Technology as
well as in other Colleges of
Technology in the Sultanate of
Oman. The pros and cons of the
implementation steps for the smooth
happening of the math placement
test were suggested to other Colleges
of Technology.
The symposium was also attended by
the Math Lecturers Dr. Riyaz Ahmed
and Ms. Suganthi Gopal.

SDU – IT Department Conducted Workshop
on My Digital Shadow

A

Mr. T. V. Sathyanarayana

Workshop on My Digital
Shadow was conducted by
T. V. Sathyanarayana on
13th November 2019 as a
SDU – IT Department activity.
The aim of the workshop was to
make participants aware of their
digital trails and its consequences
while browsing the internet.
The workshop opened by defining
digital shadow. The origin of digital
traces, differences between content
and metadata, financial worth of
digital shadow were presented to the
participants. The workshop moved
on from presentation phase to hands
on experience mode. The
Participants logged into computers.
The participants were made to
launch Firefox web browser. A
disconnect add-on were added to the
browser. The participants opened the
popular website. The hidden trackers

were viewed using the add-on. The
participants then understood the real
impact of digital shadow. The
https://trackography.org/ website
working was demonstrated to
participants. This website shows the
trackers for online news media. The
website also provides the origin of
the trackers. The concept of browser
fingerprint was also discussed. Two
websites https://panopticlick.eff.org/
and https://panopticlick.eff.org/
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are used to test browser fingerprints.
The last phase of workshop
was about digital shadow
management. The privacy settings
of Firefox and use of privacy badger
add-on was shown. The use of
alternatives for search engine
(duckduckgo.com), email, chat,
browser (firefox or tor ), google
drive, google doc, google maps were
emphasised.

Dr. G Mary Amirtha Sagayee

ISACA Student Group NCT Chapter Conducted a
Session on “How to Secure Smart Devices”

N

izwa College of
Technology ISG (ISACA
student group)
conducted a session on
“How to secure smart devices?” for
the students from grade 8 to 12 at
Al-Ain School in Nizwa on 21st
October, 2019. This session was
conducted as a part of ISACA
Community day activity. The
speakers were Ohood Ahmed
Al-Azri, Esra Salmeen Mabrook
Awlad Wadair, Sahar Salim
Mohammed Al Hadhrami and Nawf
Abdul Rahman from NCT-ISACA
student group. The school students
participated actively and requested
for more such programs.

I

One Day Workshop on
Cyber Security Fundamentals

SACA Muscat chapter
conducted a special session on
Cyber Security Fundamentals
to the ISACA student
Group(ISG). NCT-ISACA student
group members attended this session
on 12th October 2019 in CBFS College of Banking and Financial
Studies, Bausher, Muscat. This
session helped the students to
understand the subject coverage and
they were being guided to prepare
for writing CSXF certification Exam.
During this session, students were
able to interact with the ISACA
Muscat chapter’s members from
various companies and educational
institutions in in Oman.
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Visit to Sultan Qaboos University to Attend
Workshop on V Oman Math day
Dr. Moazzam Arif Murtaza Sabri

E

leven students of Math
Club,Al-Ghaliya Zahir
Khalaf
Al-Sheriyani,ABDUL
GALIL JUMA SAID AL SALMI,Ali
Hamed Abdallah Rashid Al
Hashmi,Tif Mohammed Zayid
Al-Burtamani,Asma Humaid Said Al
Rawahi, Ahmed Afan Khalfan Al
Ruqaishi,Mallak Sulaiman Ahmed
Al-Busaidi, Tahani ‘Abdallah
Mohammed Al Saifi,Reem Abdullah
Salam Al Hinai,Wadha Hamood Said
Mohammed Al Mufarraji and
SULTAN SULAIMAN MASOUD
AL-ABDALI escorted by Math Club
Incharge Dr Moazzam Arif visited
Sultan Qaboos University,Muscat on
19/11/2019 to celebrate V Oman
Math day and attend a workshop on
the topic “Mathematics in 4th

Industrial Revolution”.
We started at 7:30 from NCT and
joined Dr Khalifa Al shaqsi,HoS
Mathematics already present in SQU
conference hall at 9:00 am.Our
students registered themselves and
received some gifts .Then they joined
with all in the introductory speeches
by different Mathematicians from
SQU,Hct etc.
Many guests were invited from
USA,Qatar,Germany etc. to be a part
of this three days celebration.
Nizwa College of Technology with
some other Colleges of technology
like Ibri College of technology, Ibra
college of technology etc attended
one day.
After introductory speeches and
felicitation program,there was a
short break for snacks.At 11:00 am
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the workshop on “Mathematics in
4th Industrial Revolution” started
and it was very informative and mind
opening. Our students got a nice
exposure and knowledge about the
given topic.
We would like to thank Dr. Khalifa
Al Shaqsi, HoS Math section for his
kind motivation and support that
helped us in this successful and
fruitful visit.

Workshop on Big Data
Mr. Eshaq Al-Mandhari

A

workshop on Big Data
was held on Wednesday
18 December 2019 in
Nizwa College of
Technology for interested people of
Al Dakhliya region. Mr. Eshaq Al
Mandhari Network Admin of
ETC-CSS of NCT conducted this
workshop. This workshop was an
initiative to explain the concept of
Smart City in Oman and to make
Omani youth aware of the IR and its
opportunities in Information
Technology and smart cities.
The workshop consisted of various
concepts of Big Data, how to identify
the row data and its importance. The
availability of data that can come in
different types, structured data,
unstructured data and

semi-structured data. Mr. Eshaq
showed some statistics and examples
in Big Data. After that, he gave some
activities to the audience to evaluate
a row data. Finally, the workshop,
identify the area where the
opportunity of utilizing the data

either in Education, Health Care,
relationships, business and services.
The participants appreciated this
initiative and requested for many
more such workshops in future.

Math Staff Attend Workshop on
Algebra and Geometry
Dr. Muhammed Basheer

T

he Oman Mathematics
Committee in
collaboration with the
Department of
Mathematics of SQU was conducted
the workshop titled with Algebra
and Geometry on 18th of December,
2019. The workshop had been
intended many areas of Algebra like
Vector fields, Monads and
Techniques of Idealization. There

was a good lecture session on the
Ricci Collineations for Plane
symmetric lorentzian Manifolds.
After the tea break there was an
excellent session on Vector Bundles
Associated to monads on Projective
Spaces by Mr. Damian. M. Maingi.
The mathematics research scholar
Ms. Zainab Almamari was presented
her research preparation on the
Frobenius Manifolds from
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Irreducible Representation.
The work shop was very good and
informative especially for those who
are interested to do the research in
the field of Algebra.
There are huge number of
participants from different Higher
Education Institutes all over the
Oman including College of
Technologies as five Math lecturers,
Dr. Muhammed Basheer, Dr.
Prabhakara Reddy, Mr. Gopal, Dr.
Senthil and Dr. Srinivas were
attended the work shop from Math
section of Nizwa College of
Technology.
The power point presentation gave
an excellent insight on the topics.
The question and answer session of
the workshop involved most of the
participants to interact and clarify
the queries on the topics discussed by
the speakers. The photo session also
held at last.

Guest Lecture on “COBIT Standard” as a Part of
Industry Linkage and Community Engagement
Committee Work
Mrs. Sonia V. Soans

A

guest lecture on COBIT
standards was organized
by the Industry Linkage
and Community
Engagement committee for the
students of Information Security and
Auditing course from IT department
on 3rd March 2020 between 4 pm to
6 pm. This lecture was delivered by
Mr. Sesha Prakash S. Kusuma,
ISACA member and Vice President
of Project Management Technology
& Services LLC (PROMATAS),
Muscat, Sultanate of Oman. His
domain of responsibilities is
consulting and training on

Information Security, Information
Assurance and Management Systems
etc. In this lecture, he explained
about three versions of COBIT such
as COBIT 4.1, COBIT 5 and COBIT
2019. He briefed about how COBIT
evolved from IT management to
process management and then to
Information and Technology.
Through a case study, he elaborated
about how COBIT can assist in
defining objectives pertaining to
college examination procedures for
evaluating its maturity level. The
faculty and students from Nizwa
university and the employees of
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Trading & Investment Establishment
company in Nizwa attended this
lecture. Prior to the event, Dr. Duhai
Al Shukaili, HoD-IT met the ISACA,
Muscat chapter’s directors Mr Syed
Tabrez, Mr Hassan Ahmed, and Mr
Sesha Prakash along with other IT
department members Dr Rolando
Lontok, Mr. Basith Mohammed and
Dr. Mary S. It was decided to have
many more future collaboration for
enhancing the skills of students
through industry exposure. The
ISACA certification procedures were
discussed in detail.

Staff Development Unit – IT & Engg.
Departments Hosted Guest Lectures on Data
Analytics, Machine Learning and AI
Mrs. Sonia V. Soans

T

he Staff Development
Unit (SDU) of
Information Technology
department in
collaboration with Engineering
department hosted a workshop on
Data Analytics, Machine Learning
and AI on 4th March 2020 in the
Computer Lab, ITD, Nizwa College
of Technology.
Two professional speakers Dr.
Prakash Kumar Udupi, Program
Manager - Department of
Computing, Middle East College,
Muscat and Dr. Manju Jose
Department of Computing, Middle
East College, Muscat, were invited
on this occasion. They shared their
knowledge and gave hands on
experience in topics like Data
Analytics, Machine Learning and AI.

The workshop began at 10 am with a
warm welcome extended by the IT
Department HoD Dr. Duhai Al
Shukaili and Engineering
Department HoD Dr. Majdi
Mohammed Bait Ali Sulaiman. Dr.
Rolando Lontok spoke a few words
to highlight the importance of this
workshop in current research
environment. He highlighted the
importance of Machine Learning as
a beginning to novel research
projects.
Dr. Sivakumar introduced Dr. Manju
Jose to the audience and she began
her talk. She used Anaconda with
Jupyter to demonstrate data
analytics. She gave an insight to how
data analytics could be performed
using Python.
After the lunch break, Ms. Alice
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Lontok introduced the second
speaker of the day Dr. Prakash
Kumar Udupi who explained
Machine Learning and AI with
various examples and hands on
computers. All participants worked
on their PCs to understand the
concept.
Students and staff who had
registered for this workshop earlier
participated enthusiastically. A lot of
participants benefitted from the talks
given by the speakers.
The program ended with vote of
thanks by IT HoD Dr. Duhai Al
Shukaili.
The program was coordinated by Ms.
Sonia V. Soans, SDU –coordinator of
IT Department and Dr. Bensujin
from Engineering department.

IT Department Conducts Workshop on
“IoT Applications Using Arduino”
Dr. Jehan Murugadhas

I

nformation Technology
Department is regularly
conducting various programs
to the students and faculty
members for their development in
teaching and learning process.
Nowadays, Internet of Things (IoT)
plays a vital role in the field of
Networking and Smart Technology
Applications. IoT is the network of
physical objects or “things”
embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, and network connectivity.
In this series, Dr. Jehan Murugadhas,
Networking/ Internet Security
section staff, conducted a workshop
on “IoT Applications Using Arduino”
to the faculty members. This
workshop is an essential program for
current and future researchers who

need a solid foundation in the IoT
based research activities.
Dr. Jehan Murugadhas delivered the
working process of IoT using RFID,
Sensors, Smart Technology and
Nano Technology. The workshop
concentrated on the Arduino UNO,
Raspberry Pi and its strengths to
develop different IoT based
applications. He also demonstrated
and given the hands on training to
the participants using Arduino UNO,
Servo Motor and Sensors.
The workshop also focuses about the
various components of IoT and its
utilization to develop IoT based
applications such as Smart Home
Automation System, Smart
Agriculture system, Smart Traffic
Management System and etc.,
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In this event, faculty members from
IT & Networking/ Internet security
sections participated with active
interaction. The program was
conducted on 26/02/2020 from
10.00 am to 11.00 am in A114.
Overall, this workshop presents a
framework to develop IoT based
projects using Arduino UNO and it
provides a good platform for the
faculty members to enhance their
knowledge in the upcoming IoT
based technologies. The speaker is
thankful to the HoS, HoD and
college administration in providing
this great opportunity for staff
development.

Monitoring BTech Courses in
Different Specializations
Mr. Vinod Kumar U. Kakde

T

he Higher College of
Technology (HCT),
Muscat paid a visit to
Nizwa College of
Technology (NCT) on November 25,
2019, at 10:00 am, with an aim to
monitor the BTech courses offered
by NCT under Database, Software
Engineering, Networking, and
Information Security specializations.
The objective of the visit was to
evaluate and ensure the consistency
in the BTech programs and to
maintain uniformity in the contents,
assessments and delivery standards
to be followed in all College of
Technologies (CoTs).
The team was headed by Dr.Eman
Said Al Abri - Head of Software

Engineering Specialization
Sub-Committee, with team members
Dr. AbdulRahman (Software
Engineering), Dr. Vinu Sherimon &
Mr. Mohammed Al Ajmi (Database),
Dr. Shadha Al Amri (Network), Mr.
Kunal Gupta (Information security).
They interviewed all course
coordinators of the respective
courses and verified the necessary
documents and study materials.
The outcome of the visit was to
implement the common framework
for uniformity in the contents, and
common assessments pattern
including the centralized
examination to be conducted for all
CoTs. The delivery standards at
NCT were in line with the guidelines

provided by the specialization
committee. NCT has shown its
positive participation and
commitment towards the
implementation of a common
framework.
The visit at NCT was coordinated by
Mr. Vinodkumar U Kakde for
Software Engineering & Database
Specialization and Ms. Kalaivani
Selvaraj for Network and
Information Security specialization
under the guidance of Dr. Rolando
Lontok Jr., Head of IT Department
and the valued support of Mrs. Alice
Lontok, HoS-IT / Information
Technology and Mr. Mohammed
Abdul Basith, HoS, Networking /
Information Technology.

IT Lecturer Conducts Workshop on Python

A

Mr. Vinesh Jain

Staff Development Unit
workshop was conducted
on 25th February 2020 by
Mr. Vinesh Jain, IT
Lecturer, on Machine Learning using
Python. Mr. Vinesh touched on
topics like Basic Understanding of
Machine Learning, Python
Programming, Implementation using
Linear Regression Algorithm and
checking the performance of the

Algorithm. He also h=gave a hands
on session for better understanding.
All the IT staff attended the
program with a lot of enthusiasm.
They practiced the programs and
benefitted a lot from the workshop.
The Head of the department Dr.
Rolando Lontok appreciated the
activity and called for more such
activities which are beneficial for the
staff in future.
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Information Technology Department
IT Society Nizwa College of Technology

Information Technology Department
Ms. Suad Al Riyami

IT Society

The IT Society students under the supervision of Ms. Suad Al Riyami conducted small workshops for the
schools’ students from classes 6 to 7 from 27th January to 29th January 2020. The workshops were planned
to be demonstrated by IT students in their free time. The event advertisements were published in all college
media (website and social media, with the registration form). The seats were reserved for the first 25
students.
Workshops Contents:
Day 1: LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Home Edition
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Explain the benefit of Robotics.
Explore the program Window.
Explain all the blocks that use for programming the Robotic.
Explain the type of motors.
Explain how to let the Robotic moving by using program blocks.
Challenge with students

Day 2: LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Home Edition
➢
➢
➢
➢

Revision.
Explaining the Robotic sensors.
Explaining how to use sensors blocks.
Challenge with students.

Day 3: Educational and fun day
➢ Taking the students to the cinema to watch educational video related to the topic.
Date
Topic
Class
Student who delivered Overall Supervision
the workshop
27 January 2020
LEGO
Free Access Horiya Khalfan
MINDSTORMS EV3
Harith Al-busaidi
Ms.Suad Al-Riyami
Home Edition
Abdullah Salam Al28 January 2020
LEGO
Free Access Horiya Khalfan
owimari
MINDSTORMS EV3
Harith Al-busaidi
Home Edition
29 January 2020

Educational and
fun day

Outside the Horiya Khalfan
college
Harith Al-busaidi
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Probation-Follow Up Measures
Dr. Sivakumar

I

n order to reduce the rising
number of on-probation
students, the IT department
conducted an awareness and
training session to all staff on
“Probation-Follow
up measures” - the session was

conducted by the Department
Registrar Mr. Vinesh and Academic
Probation Committee Representative
Dr. Sivakumar. Staff were given a
clear insight in to analyzing the
student-transcript. An Excel sheet
was introduced to the staff which

can be used to record the
performance of all assessments until
the final to get live data on pivotal
parameters like CGPA and SGPA.
Using the sheet, the advisor can
assess the performance and guide the
advisees on probation in a better way
than before.

LateX Workshop for all IT Staff
as SDU Activity

T

Mr. Naseer Ahmed Abdul Shukoor

he presenter Dr. Naseer
Ahmed Shukoor
introduced to the IT
Staff a system which is a
combination of the google sheet and
LaTeX to generate the cover page of
the exam packets and the exam

attendance sheets. He highlighted the
advantages of using this system as it
is possible to freeze the layout and
template of the cover page and exam
attendance sheet. Also, he stated that
the main advantage of using it is to
minimize the time taken to get a
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single file and multiple files are the
same. The system could generate the
cover pages for all the courses of all
the departments all together within a
few minutes. The workshop was
attended by HoD, HoSs and few staff
members of IT department.
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1

Duhai Alshukaili

Nizwa College of Technology

Introduction

Duhai Alshukaili

Since we do not live in isolation from the world, it has become imperative that we plan to
be 100% e-learning in the coming academic year to deal with the current situation.

─

Content Creation Skills

0202/60/21─

12/06/2020

The purpose of this report is to assess the NCT IT Department's readiness for transferring
to fully online learning starting next semester. The assessment is done based on several
factors that included content development and technology readiness. The instrument used
in the study is an opinion based questionnaire that was filled by 89% of the department
staff.

One of the most common and significant influencing factors on institutions' readiness for
learning is content. An e-learning course needs content that is focused on the instructor's
activity. The content should also take into consideration the learner's experiences.
Therefore, the content creator should take careful attention to the elements that maximize
the benefit of educational content produced [4].
Therefore, one factor in assessing the readiness of is the content creation skills possessed
by our staff. In a question about their skills, 48% of the team noted that they could create
online content with the tools they have. Also, 55% said that they have enough expertise to
train others in creating online content.
On the opposite side, 17% of the staff highlighted their need for help when it comes to
creating e-learning content, and 46% did not have the expertise to train others on content
creation.
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Duhai Alshukaili

Although that as of now, early June 2020, many countries are easing the initial lockdown
measure, many still fear a potential second wave of the novel coronavirus[1]. Therefore,
several institutions announced that they are moving to online-only education next
academic year [2, 3].

Nizwa College of Technology

The COVID-19 pandemic ledNizwa
to the
adoption
of severe measures to stem the spread of the
College
of Technology
infection. Social distancing and lockdown measures modified people's habits. One of the
affected activities is higher education. Many colleges and universities resorted to some
form of e-learning to address the emergent crisis.

Delivery Modes
When it comes to the delivery of online content, one can distinguish between two modes:
synchronous and asynchronous. In synchronous learning, the teacher and the students
interact in real-time, whereas, in asynchronous learning, the interactions do not happen at
the same time, i.e., there is no real-time interaction with other participants.
Each type of delivery comes with its advantages and disadvantages. The main benefits of
synchronous learning include real-time feedback for both the learners and instructor and
learning that occurs at a fixed schedule. Although asynchronous education lacks both
advantages, it gives students the freedom of scheduling their learning and reduce the
amount of repetitive work, such as given live lectures.
If given a choice between synchronous and asynchronous modes of delivery, 73% of our
staff will go with the former. One reason is that synchronous learning requires fewer
efforts when it comes to developing content, as we are engaged with synchronous learning
in our face-face delivery. However, one can always mix the two modes. Research has
shown that a hybrid model of instructions had a positive impact on students' knowledge
and satisfaction from their courses [5, 6].

OER Content
It has been argued that a big wave of change is coming to higher education, brought by,
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [7]. Although that many MOOCs are structured
differently from full semester-long courses, they provide a powerful medium of content
delivery. Thus we can enrich our own content with MOOCs content for many of the courses
in our curriculum. Popular relevant MOOCs are found at, but not limited to, at the following
sites:
1. MIT OpenCourseWare (https://ocw.mit.edu)
2. Tutorials Point (https://www.tutorialspoint.com/)
3. Udemy (https://www.udemy.com/)
4. Oracle Academy
(https://ilearning.oracle.com/ilearn/en/learner/jsp/login.jsp?site=OracleAcad)
5. Masader (https://www.masader.om)

3

6. TedEd (https://ed.ted.com)
7. Cisco Networking Academy (https://www.netacad.com/)
8. ProQuest
Interaction(hDesign
(https://www.interaction-design.org/
)
9.
ttps://ebookcentral.proquest.com/
)
10. Khan Academy (https://www.khanacademy.org/)
11. Future Learn (https://www.futurelearn.com/)
12. Edx (https://www.edx.org/)
13. Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/)
14. RealPython (https://realpython.com/)
15. Udacity (https://www.udacity.com
16. Arab Coders (https://arabcoders.ae/)

Required Tools
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In addition to the above tools, we believe that the college needs to invest in equipping a
professional video recording studio (see Figure 1) that can be reserved upon request by the
college staff. The equipment required are HD video cameras, high-quality noise reduction
microphones, lighting equipment, green, gray, white and black backdrops, and
noise-canceling foam.

Figure 1: Recording Studio with green backdrop (source:
https://blog.coursera.org/5-innovative-techniques-for-creating-online-video-lectures/)
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Nizwa College of Technology

Recommendation: Adobe Premiere Pro, US$239.00/yr for a single license.

Conclusion
Moving to fully online education is a significant step to be undertaken by any college. To
maximize the benefits of such an endeavor, however, appropriate resources should be put
in place. Our survey shows that everyone in the ITD is willing to make a move to 100%
e-learning next semester as a countermeasure for the COVID-19 pandemic. However, such
consensus doe not come without differences in opinion on how to achieve this goal. There
are concerned about providing adequate training to lecturers and students on using new
technologies. There is a worry that "100% online teaching may be distressing for weaker
students", according to one staff in the department—however, early planning, acquisition
of resources, and content preparation can alleviate the risks of such a step.
This report provided an assessment of the ITD readiness to adopt online learning for all
5
courses next semester. It addressed factors related to the content, staff skills, and
technological availability. A similar assessment should be done for students to ensure their
readiness to engage in full online education starting in September 2020.
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Finding the Day When Date is Given
Suppose you know a particular date and you would like to know the day then we may proceed
In the following way. We have certain codes for month, century and day. It’s as follows in the
below tables.

Month code
1

4
4
0
Century code
1500-1599
1600-1699
1700-1799
1800-1899
1900-1999
2000-2999

2

5

0

0
6
4
2
0
6

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Let the date be 9th July 2020(09/07/2020)
Add the following
Date:

9

Month code:

0

Century code:

6

Year code:

20

3
6
Day code

1

4

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Number of leap years: 5 (20÷4=5)
Total=40, divide by 7, remainder =5
It means 9th July 2020 is Thursday
Special case: If it’s a leap year and month is either January or February, then subtract 1 before
applying the day code.
THANK YOU
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Application of OSForensics on Digital Data Recovery
in the Computer Device.
Ohood Ahmed Al-Azri (s26s1596), Aziza Juma Al-Mamari (s26s1578)
Department of IT/ B.Tech. / Information Security Specialization
Nizwa College of Technology, Oman

Abstract:
This article is about the” OSForensics tool”. OSForensics tool is a digital computer scientific application that allows
you to recover and examine digital data evidence efficiently and effortlessly. This tool is a logical technique of
collecting, identification, extraction, and analyzing information about events that took place in the past, that they can
be utilized in a court of law. The features are easy to learn and use, import and export of hash sets, restoration of
deleted files, monitoring all programs and applications which was opened in the device, Monitoring all files and folders
which was deleted in the device, Monitoring all website which was visited in the device, Scanning hard drives,
Supports Windows, Mac, Linux, and Android file systems, Password Protected Reports and manage cases. We did
four activities by using an OSforensics tool such as 1) Creating Disk Image (create a forensics image), 2) Create
Signatures and compare the signatures,3) Mount / Advance Drive Image, and 4) File recovery procedure.
Keywords: Recovery, Mount, evidence, Signatures, investigation

I.

Introduction:

Forensic Science is a logical technique of collecting, identification, extraction, and
analyzing information about events that took place in the past, that they can be utilized in a court
of law. Digital forensics is defined as the process of preservation, identification, extraction, and
documentation of computer evidence which can be used by the court of law. It is a science of
finding evidence from digital media like a computer, mobile phone, server, or network. In general,
digital forensics is used to investigate the data that can be retried from a computer's hard drive or
28
other storage media.
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Abstract:
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I.

Introduction:

Forensic Science is a logical technique of collecting, identification, extraction, and
analyzing information about events that took place in the past, that they can be utilized in a court
of law. Digital forensics is defined as the process of preservation, identification, extraction, and
documentation of computer evidence which can be used by the court of law. It is a science of
finding evidence from digital media like a computer, mobile phone, server, or network. In general,
digital forensics is used to investigate the data that can be retried from a computer's hard drive or
other storage media.
The various types of tools for digital forensics are ProDiscover Forensic, X-Ways
Forensics, Wireshark. Autopsy, FTK Image, Registry Viewer, PRTK, WebLog Expert, WinHex.
OSForensics: This tool is a digital computer scientific application that allows you to recover and
examine digital data evidence efficiently and effortlessly. It finds, identifies, and manages i.e.
uncovers everything hidden inside your computer systems and digital storage devices.
About the tool: OSForensics from PassMark Software is a self-competent and independent
toolbox which has practically all the advanced crime scene investigation capacities including Data
procurement, extraction, examination, email examination, information imaging, picture rebuilding
and considerably more. OSForensics gives one of the quickest and most remarkable approaches to
find records on a Windows PC. You can look by filename, size, creation and altered dates, and
other criteria.
Results are returned and made accessible in a few distinctive helpful perspectives. This
incorporates the Timeline View which permits you to filter through the matches on a course of
events, making obvious the example of client action on the machine. There are many features in
1
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the Osforensics tool which are very useful. The features are easy to learn and use, import and
export of hash sets, restoration of deleted files, monitoring all programs and applications which
was opened in the device, Monitoring all files and folders which was deleted in the device,
Monitoring all website which was visited in the device, Scanning hard drives, Supports Windows,
Mac, Linux, and Android file systems, Password Protected Reports and manage cases.

II Experimental Results and Discussion
The testing stages are as follows: 1)creating a disk image, 2) Create Signatures, and compare the
signatures 3) Mount / Advance Drive Image 4) file recovery.
1. Creating Disk Image (create a forensics image):
If we want to take a copy of all information from the computer system for investigation
purposes, it should be taken a disk image[4] as evidence and we can do the investigation
without disturbing the computer system. We need to do the disk image before doing the
investigation, it should do another copy of the information in memory and storage of a
computer system and we can do the [4] investigation. We can not do the investigation in the
original device or system. Here will show you how to do disk image in OSforensics for D
drive. We do these steps to create a forensics image with different file extensions which may
support any forensics tools as per the requirement.

2
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2. Create Signatures and compare the signatures:
Creating signatures/ hash value: In digital forensics, the evidence should not be modified
during the investigation and presenting the result to the court to make a decision[1]. We use
file signatures as hash values for both the original file and the image file. By using the hash
values, we can prove that both files are the same and there are no changes made during
investigation [1]. This process will be assuring the integrity and confidentiality of the digital
data. OSForensics can use to identify changes to the file system and the windows registry
between two points in time using signatures.[1] We do these steps to create Signatures and
compare the signatures:

We will compare the signature option and check if there are any differences in the signatures for
old and new files.

The result: There are no changes between signatures.
3
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3. Mount / Advance Drive Image: The investigator uses the mount option to get evidence and
file information from the image file which was taken from the client system. The investigator
can mount a drive image to get files in a forensics computer system as a physical disk with a
logical drive letter[3]. This disk will help the investigator to explore the information for
evidence that can be used in court and use it as evidence in the case. By using the OSForensics
tool, we can mount the disk image as a logical drive in a computer system. The Mount option
in OSForensics permits you to mount limited disk image files in Windows [3] as a physical
disk partition with a logical drive letter. We do these steps to Mount Drive Image:

4
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4. File recovery procedure: If some files are deleted from your [5]computer, it is possible to
recover those files by using digital forensics tools which will help you to recover your deleted
files. And, if you are deleted some files, these files can be recovered from the recycle bin. If
you deleted it from the recycle bin, then it is difficult to recover it simply. But, by using digital
forensics tools it is possible to recover it. We tested it by using the testing stages as 1)Remove
the flash drive, 2) Copy twenty files from drive D:/ to flash drive, 3) Delete all data in the flash
drive, 4) Empty the recycle bin, 5) Operate Applications Recovery and we can explore the
deleted files and recovered the files.

Conclusion
5
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Conclusion
5

The OsForensics tool is one of the most and popular tools that are used for digital forensics
while any events happen suddenly to crash the system or destroy the Pc of the organization. This
tool will help the investigator to explore and find the problems, also it helps to handle it as evidence
while he presents it to the court. OsForensics tools have many features like managing the forensics
case, mount drive image, creating signatures and comparing them, creating a disk image, and so
on. As you know, there are limitations for each tool such as can’t export hash sets, password
cracking is limited to a single core and can’t undelete multiple files at once.
References
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Systems
i'manager's journal on
Mathmatics, Vol.8.No.1

A Study to Predict Eid Al-Fitr Day in Oman using
Markov Chain Technique

Test Engineering and
Management- ISSN: 0193-4120

FOSTERING OMAN TOURISM USING BIG
DATA ANALYTICS BY MINING WEBLOG
AND SOCIAL NETWORKING DATA.

An Integrated framework to automate the
prediction of oil by applying Machine Learning
techniques on the information retrieved from
upstream segment

Journal of Interdisciplinary
Mathematics

Classical stabilities of an inverse fourth power
functional equation

International Journal of Control
and Automation - ISSN: 20054297

January 2020

Tbilisi Mathematical Journal

Stabilities of various multiplicative inverse
functional equations

Intelligent Recommender System using Machine
Learning to Reinforce Probation Students in
OMAN Technical Education

October 2019

Test Engineering and
Management- ISSN: 0193-4120

Accentuating Oman Traffic Using Big Data
Analytics
by Excavating Weblog & Social Networking Data

July, 2019.

May-20

10.04.2020

43831

January 2020

29-July 2019

i-manager's Journal on
Mathemtics, Vol 8. No 1.
January- March 2019 . ISSN
Online:2277-5137

Non-Steady Radial Flow of a Viscous
Incompressible Liquid in The Porous Medium
Around a Radially Oscillating Spherical Surface
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Name of the Journal , ISSN No

Title of the Research Paper
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IT Staff Research Publications

Student
Project
IT SECTION
PROJECTS AY 2019-2020
SEMESTER -1
DIPLOMA LEVEL
Title of the Project
Automatic sunshade for car parking

Name
of
Supervisor
Mr Sathya

the

Student name

Shipping Online System

Mr Humayoun

DHIKRAYAT SULAIMAN SALIM AL-ABRI
Saada Khalfan Khusaif Al Saqri
Arwa Marhoon Sulaiman Al-Hattali

Photographer Online Booking
System

Mr Mohammed Ali

Athari Talib Musabbah Al-Tubi
Rawan Saif Ali Al Abri
Shrooq Hamood Al-Amri

Qarn Al-Rawada appointement
booking system

Mr Rajesh

Oman med online pharmacy

Mr Mohammed Ali

Job Placement Services (JPS) for Al
Harrasi LLC.
Online Store System for NCT
Students

Mr Vijaya

Amani Sulaiman Zahran Sulaiman Al Nabhani
Abir Zahir Sulaiman Khalfan Al Mahruqi
Shima Said Mubarak Al Subhi
Ikhlas Khalid Ibrahim Yahya Al Abdali
Athari Abdullah Nasser Saif Al Nadabi
Shifa Mohammed Humaid Al Hinai
Ali yusuf Al-harsi

Online food items distribution
system.

Mr Christy

Online Voting System (VOS)
Online Home Food Ordering system
for Educational Institutions

Mr Sami
Dr Amalraj

Nizwa Wedding Planning System for
Bride

Dr Amalraj

Event Scheduler for IT Society

Mr Arun

Hiba Hamood Khalfan Sulaiman Al Mahrizi
Rasheeda Mubarak Salim Rashid Al Jabri
Mezna Nasser Said Al-Rashdi

Mr Shoukat

Rasha Hamed Zahran Sulaiman Al-Mahrouqi
Maryam Khalifa Hamed Al-Abdali
Al Adhra 'Abdallah Ahmed Hamdan Al Kindi
Iqtibas Issa Saleh Al-Jabri
Ebtisam Khamis Juma Huwaishal Al Rashdi
Mallak Khalfan Marhoon Al Khatri
Malik Mohammed Khasib Shinain Al Hattali
Akhillas Mahmood Hilal Al Rajhi
Al-Shaima Yahya Salim Al-Ruqaishi
Athaar Abdulla Ahmed Al-Busaidi
Laila Abdullah Salim Al-Tobi
Al-Shaima Yahya Salim Al-Ruqaishi
Athaar Abdulla Ahmed Al-Busaidi
SHAREEFA HAMOOD SAID NASSER AL NADABI
SHIFAA NASSER RASHID HAMDAN AL-KHATRI
SARA SAID NASSER AL KINDI
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IT Diploma Course Projects
AY 2019-2020
IT SECTION
PROJECTS AY 2019-2020
SEMESTER -2
Title of the Project

DIPLOMA LEVEL

Name of the
Supervisor

Student name

Farm Reservation System

Mr. Humayoun

TAGHARID KHALFAN RASHID AL ABRI
Salma Mohammed Said Al-Abri
TAHANI NASSER MOHAMMED AWLAD THANI

Al-Hayat Online Shopping (AOS)

Mr Sami

AZZA ISMAIL AHMED HAMMOUD AL AAMRI
Wijdan ALI SAID AL-KHATARIYA
AAISHA YAQOOB SULAIMAN ALI AL-RAWAHI
GHADEER ABDULLA SAID AL HADDABI

Transport Management System

Mr Mohammed Ali

SA'ADA ALI ABDULLAH MARHOON AL-JAMOUDI
SALAMA SAED SALIM AL-AWIMARI
ALAA SAIF HAMED AL ABDALI

Dana-Hotel Management System

Mr. Asad

KHALSA AHMED MOHAMMED SAID AL-RIYAMI
SARA MOHAMMED SAID AL-RIYAMI
SHIMA SAID MUBARAK AL SUBHI

Garage Management System

Mr Shaoukat

KHALOUD KHAMIS RASHID AL-KHAYARI
SHADHA ABDULLAH SULAIMAN AL-RAHBI
NAJMA HAMED KHAMIS HAMMAD AL HINAI

College Societies Information
System.

Mr Christy

Online Zakat System

Mr Sajan Mathew

Online line Tickting System (OTS)
for Cinema

Mr Vijay

Smart Home-IoT based project

Mr Sajan Mathew

Interactive NCT Library-guide Robot
-Robotics project

Mr Vinod

Nile sales and distribution system of
Omani Items.

Mr Christy

BUTHAINA NASSER KHALFAN AL-HUSEINI
Khadeja Al-Hashmi
SHIMA ALI HILAL AL MAJALI
SHAHAD MOHAMMED JUMA AL SABAHI
NOORA MOHAMMED KHASIB SHINAIN AL HATTALI
MOZA MUSLEM SALIM RASHID AL TOBI
ASMA HUMAID SAID AL RAWAHI
AL ANOOD ABDULLAH ALI AL YAHYAEE
WA'AD KHALIFA MUSABAH AL MANTHRI
SHEFAA 'ABDALLAH SULAIMAN AL-ALAWIYA
RUOD EID RASHID ALI AL DARII
RUQAIA HAMED KHALFAN HAMED AL RIYAMI
SARA KHALFAN MOHAMMED AL UTHMANI
AMIMA HAMOOD SALIM AL AMRI
HEBA KHALFAN SALIM AL AAMRI
JAWAHER HAMED SAIF AL HINAI
AMANI HAMED MASAAOD AL-RASHDI
LAILA KHALFAN ABDULLAH MASOUD AL-RASHDI
UNAYA SALIM ABDULLAH AL NASIRI
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B.Tech Level
Database and Software Engineering

Student
Project

Projects Details
Sem I and II
AY 2020-2021

Project Title
Level
Students Name
Supervisor Name
Academic Year
Semester
Abstract

Project Title
Level
Students Name
Supervisor Name
Academic Year
Semester
Abstract

Muscat International Airport Data Analysis
B.Tech
Hanaa Fadhil Hamood Saleh Al Hinaai
Manar Ali Salim Mohammed Al-Mamari
Dr. Sanjay Gupta
2019-2020
2
As we all know the use of social networks, online reviews are one of the
primary tools where most consumers express their feelings. We can collect
this data from various sources such as twitter and from the airport
administration around the airport to create a data set and other related sites
that can be used for big data analytics. In this project we conducted
interviews and prepare questionnaire from passengers for the data
collection. Due to lack of real web blog data, we used web mining in our
research project. Using these data analyzes, we can get very useful
information about the positives / negatives of airport services based on this
report that will be found to find solutions to reduce delays at the airport. In
this research project, we used CRISP-DM methodology to analyze data. In our
research project, we used different data tools and techniques to collect data
such as questionnaires and interviews, and web mining operators in Rapid
miner to collect data from different airport websites and we also used
express mine operators to collect review data. After the data collection
stage, we followed the modeling stage in CRISP-DM to find suitable data
mining models to find different data styles. After the modeling phase of our
research project, we used various evaluation techniques to evaluate these
data mining models. In this research project, our main focus was on collecting
the largest possible amount of data from various social networks and Muscat
Airport, then use this data for the following results: 1) Passenger evaluation
for different airport services.2) Use this data to extract opinion and analyze
feelings.
Find a relationship between the causes of airport delays and the quality of
services using web mining, text mining, linkage, and other fast mining
operators.
Finally, we concluded our research by giving the reasons for the delay at the
airport, the appropriate solutions to it, the most reason for the delay that
occurs at the airport, and suggestions for improving services at the airport.
The results of our research can be used by the relevant authorities at the
airport.

Effects of medicine On chronic disease in Oman using Data Analytic
B.Tech
Safa Mohsin AlBusaidi
Dr. Faisal Mohammed
2019-2020
40
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Effects of medicine On chronic disease in Oman using Data Analytic
B.Tech
Safa Mohsin AlBusaidi
Dr. Faisal Mohammed
2019-2020
2
In this project study will be conducted to find the effects and consequences
that may affect some people with chronic diseases that may result from the
misuse of the medicine or may by using the medicine for a long period of
time that may affect the patient's organs or by other reasons. I will collect
the necessary data from hospitals in Oman and take the opinions of doctors
and patients on this subject and what they think about it. Then I will use
programs that help me to collect this data, then I count these data and infer
the resulting effects that may help doctors or patients deal with these effects
and How to avoid using them and what are the best alternative methods for
them. All these things it is important in Oman because it helps the patients
and hospitals to avoid all consequences of medicine.
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Service Oman (OS) For all home-service needs in Oman
B.Tech
Muhnad Juma Khamis Al-Busaidi
Moaiyed Said Khasib Al Hattali
Mrs. Sonia V. Soans
2019-2020
1
Service Oman System (SO) is to facilitate the search for all household
services in Oman using an easy search mechanism and provide a platform
for skilled Omanis to provide their services in their spare time for
additional income. The service seeker for any service was requested by
the system. The system will be an easy communication platform between
the Service seeker and the service provider.
There are also good features provided by the system to the user.
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Muhnad Juma Khamis Al-Busaidi
Moaiyed Said Khasib Al Hattali
Mrs. Sonia V. Soans
2019-2020
1
Service Oman System (SO) is to facilitate the search for all household
services in Oman using an easy search mechanism and provide a platform
for skilled Omanis to provide their services in their spare time for
additional income. The service seeker for any service was requested by
the system. The system will be an easy communication platform between
the Service seeker and the service provider.
There are also good features provided by the system to the user.

Warshati (Workshops management system)
B.Tech
Samya Salim Said Al Salmi
Sara Saif Al Naabi
Mr. Sheik Mohammed
2019-2020
1
This website developed to give service to Workshops presenter where
they can add Workshops details where the attendee can register to
the workshops. Admin can accept the workshops request or reject, also
admin can add, update and delete workshops. Workshops
presenter can add workshops and view the feedback about their
workshops. Workshops attendees can search, give feedback, edit
profile and enter transaction numbers. The website designed to help
Workshops presenter and Workshops attendee and give service to
them. The system will be created by using ASP.Net, Visual Studio , HTML
and Photoshop.
Hostel Booking Application
B.Tech
Fatema Mohammed Hamood Al Barashdi
Dr. Tamil Selvi
2019-2020
1
Hostel Booking Application is to help the students and staffs who are
working or studying in the colleges, universities or companies in all over
Oman. This application can be used by three different types of users. This
application can work in all type of android phone, which is user friendly
for the customers and owners. The admin of this application can control
everything and also he checks the feedback and see the report of all users.
The owner can edit the name of the hostel and all details such as room,
rent, facilities and location. Also he can see the report of booking and
send the feedback to the admin. The customer can use this application to
find the hostel near his/her working place. In addition, who is using this
application should be register in the beginning. Finally, I hope this
application can help every customer easier to find the hostel near his/her
working place. And they can be walking blaze near the services and
everything what they want.
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Al Masa for sweets and flowers
Advanced Diploma
Jalila Ali Said Al-Mahrezi
Jokha Mohsin Hamdan Al Jabri
Mrs. Sonia V. Soans
2019-2020
1
This project deals with developing a program for buying and selling
sweets and flowers. It provides the user to choose many different sweets
and flowers available for purchase in the program. This system provides
easy wen interface to order and purchase sweets and flowers online. This
system also helps administrator to produce various reports and
implements proper security mechanism for customers. The system is
implemented using a 3-tier approach, with a backend MySQL database,
PHP, and App Inventor.
Oman Vehicles Information System
B.Tech
Al-athra Khalfan Al-Shukaili
Ruqiya Musalam Al-Manni
Mrs. Sonia V. saons
2019-2020
2
Oman Vehicle’s Information System (OVIS) is developed for the Traffic
Police to handle default vehicles with expired vehicle license or drivers
who need to renew license. This system provides a platform for the
vehicle owners to register themselves to see various
details regarding their vehicles. Similarly, the Traffic Police may use this
system to quickly search for any vehicle’s details by typing only the vehicle
number. Insurance companies can update the insurance details of
registered vehicles under them. This system connects with external data
which will be obtained from Traffic Police in .csv format and convert to
SQL Express Local DB database to use driving license details. The system
was created using ASP.Net in Visual Studio, HTML and Photoshop.
E-SERVICES PORTAL for IT-DEPARTMENT
B.Tech
Hooriya Ahmed AL-Busaidi
Hiba Hamed AL-Hadhrami
Maryam Salim Al-Riyami
Dr. Siva Kumar
2019-2020
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2019-2020
2
Oman Vehicle’s Information System (OVIS) is developed for the Traffic
Police to handle default vehicles with expired vehicle license or drivers
who need to renew license. This system provides a platform for the
vehicle owners to register themselves to see various
details regarding their vehicles. Similarly, the Traffic Police may use this
system to quickly search for any vehicle’s details by typing only the vehicle
number. Insurance companies can update the insurance details of
registered vehicles under them. This system connects with external data
which will be obtained from Traffic Police in .csv format and convert to
SQL Express Local DB database to use driving license details. The system
was created using ASP.Net in Visual Studio, HTML and Photoshop.
E-SERVICES PORTAL for IT-DEPARTMENT
B.Tech
Hooriya Ahmed AL-Busaidi
Hiba Hamed AL-Hadhrami
Maryam Salim Al-Riyami
Dr. Siva Kumar
2019-2020
2
E-SERVICES PORTAL for IT-DEPARTMENT is created to care of three
activities. It is an online help desk system for IT department to help
student and staff of the department to finish their work easily in cases
like: a) students makeup exams, b) staff workload and c) Staff work
substitution. In the first system the student who were absent in the day
of their assessment can send their evidence of their absence easily by this
system. First, staff will check his students requests to make up exams, and
accepts or rejects the request depending on the day of absence. Then
admin can accept or reject the request depending on the evidence. The
second system helps IT staff to submit their semester workload to the
admin. The third one helps lecturers to submit their alternative work
arrangement wherever the staff takes break from the work. Staff who is
chosen to take over the job can (accept or reject). Then, HOS can check
and send the decision to the staff. The system is created by using
ASP.NET.

Online wedding halls booking in Oman
B.Tech
Maryam Talal ALAbri
ManaL Moosa ALRajhi
Malak Juma ALRawahi
Khalsa Saif ALFurqani
Mr. Sheik Mohammed
2019-2020
2
This website developed to give service to Halls owner where they can add
Halls details where the customer can booking to the Halls. Admin can accept
the Halls request or reject from hall owner, also admin can add, update and
delete Halls. Halls owner can add halls if admin accept and view the feedback
about their Halls. Customer can search, give feedback, edit profile and enter
transaction numbers. The website designed to help halls owner and
44
Customer and give service
to them. The system will be created by using
ASP.Net, Visual Studio, HTML and Photoshop.

system. First, staff will check his students requests to make up exams, and
accepts or rejects the request depending on the day of absence. Then
admin can accept or reject the request depending on the evidence. The
second system helps IT staff to submit their semester workload to the
admin. The third one helps lecturers to submit their alternative work
arrangement wherever the staff takes break from the work. Staff who is
chosen to take over the job can (accept or reject). Then, HOS can check
and send the decision to the staff. The system is created by using
ASP.NET.
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Online wedding halls booking in Oman
B.Tech
Maryam Talal ALAbri
ManaL Moosa ALRajhi
Malak Juma ALRawahi
Khalsa Saif ALFurqani
Mr. Sheik Mohammed
2019-2020
2
This website developed to give service to Halls owner where they can add
Halls details where the customer can booking to the Halls. Admin can accept
the Halls request or reject from hall owner, also admin can add, update and
delete Halls. Halls owner can add halls if admin accept and view the feedback
about their Halls. Customer can search, give feedback, edit profile and enter
transaction numbers. The website designed to help halls owner and
Customer and give service to them. The system will be created by using
ASP.Net, Visual Studio, HTML and Photoshop.
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